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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
MANUSCRIPTS AND DRAWINGS FOR ENGINEERING
EXPERIMENT STATION PUBLICATIONS
The following specifications are prepared to facilitate the
preparation of manuscripts and illustrations for publications of
the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois.
A manuscript for a bulletin is a record of investigation per-
taining to the manufacturing, railway, mining, constructional or
industrial interests of the State. A manuscript for a circular is
a compilation giving the results of the experiments of engineers,
industrial works, technical institutions or governmental testing
departments. Any manuscript should be prepared with a view of
giving the reader a comprehensive view of the subject, a means of
applying the methods described, and the conclusions reached. With
the goal of brevity in mind a manuscript for publication will be ar
abstract of a complete report. It will include only such detailed
data as would be required by the reader to secure the facts regard-
ing the development of the subject or to make use of the data in
the field of engineering to which the publicaion serves as a con-
tribution.
The writer should aim to present his facts in the simplest anc
most direct manner possible. Sentences should be comparatively
short and free from complicated phraseology^ One sentence should
follow another in the order of logical sequence of thought. Each
paragraph should develop an individual idea, and should be arrange-':
in the order of progress in the development of the subject. Dis-

tinct "branches or integral parts of the publicatio: should he
separated into sections.
The organization of the subject matter of a manuscript re-
quires careful consideration. There is danger that the writer
will not distinguish between the point of view of the investiga-
tor and that of the practical reader. As the investigator he is
inclined to write what he did rather than what he did that can be
used by others. The reader will make use of only those details
which he can apply in further experimentation or in engineering
practice; otherwise the investigator's actual performance is of
interest chiefly, if not only, as a historical sketch. The reader
does, however, desire conclusions and summaries, and where these
are not conclusive he wants an expression of the best judgment of
the one who carried on the research. This opinion he will regard
most favorably when it is substantiate* by fact or when supported
by convincing logic,
A clear, concise and well organized description presents a
subject satisfactory to one whose mind is trained to interpret in-
formation recorded by this means. It should be recognized, how-
ever, that no small proportion of the individuals to whom the
publications of the Station are mailed are men who are dealing
with concrete rather than with abstract data. They prefer to get
facts from figures rather than from words or, they appreciate
having a description supplemented by means of numerical and
graphical data. The table, the graph and the photograph then
should be used to supplement the text of a publication and in many
instances these should be the chief means of conveying information,
When an illustration takes the form of a drawing or a photograph,
the instructions for its preparation given hereinafter should be
carefully followed.

PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS
A manuscript should be in final form when submitted to the
Director of the Station. The care with which it is prepared may
seriously affect the time required in editing and the expense in-
volved in printing. Hastily prepared manuscripts frequently must
be fully revised and rewritten in whole or in part by the author
or the Station office. To avoid this time-consuming process the
following instructions for preparing a manuscript are given.
The manuscript furnished by the author shall consist of three
typewritten copies, one original and two carbons, double spaced,
on &£• in. by 11 in. sheets with liberal margins and spaces at top
and bottom. Equations shall be double spaced at top and bottom.
The pages shall be numbered consecutively.
If one line or less is to be added, write the addition between
the lines, using the caret to show the p^ace of insertion. If a
paragraph or more is to be added, the place for the insertion
should be clearly marked with "InsertA", "Insert B" , etc., and the
insert typed on a separate page of the same size. This new page
should be marked "Insert A", "Insert B", etc., and the folio number
should be the same as the original page with an addition of the
letter a,b,c, etc. Suppose, for example, that two new pages are
inserted between pages 22 and 23 of the copy. In the lower rights
hand corner of page 22 , within parentheses, should appear (22a fol-
lows). The next page should be the first of the two-page insert
and numbered 22a; in its lower right-hand corner should appear
(22b follows).
If a line or less is to be omitted, a horizontal line should
be drawn, through the part to be omitted. If, however, a paragraph
is to be omitted, an oblique line drawn across the rejected part
will suffice. If a page or more is to be omitted, it is discarded
and the folios of the page or pages omitted are indicated after
the folio of the page that precedes the omitted part. Suppose, for
example, it is decided at the last minute to omit pages 24 and 25
of a manuscript, the folio of page 23 should appear as 23-25. It
is thus, not necessary to renumber the entire copy, but if these
pages contain numbered sections the Contents and subsequent sec-,
tions should be changed accordingly.
The manuscript shall contain a table of contents, a list
of figures, a list of tables, and the body of the text with foot-
notes. It shall be accompanied by an appendix and a bibliography
when these are desirable.
Contents
The table of contents shall contain the exact titles for the
sections or chapters and their divisions.
The chapter divisions shall be numbered consecutively as they
will appear numbered in the publication. The page numbers shall
be omitted.

CONTENTS
Page
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose of Investigation
2. Acknowledgements
II. PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TRANSMISSION
3. Conduction
4. Radiation
5. Convection*
6. Heat Transmission to± through, and from a
Simple Wall
III. METHODS OP TESTING FOR HEAT TRANSMISSION OF
BUILDING MATERIALS
. .
7. General Conditions .
8. Investigations
IV. TESTING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT
9. Methods
10. The Ice Box Method
11. The Oil Box Method . .'
12. The Hot Air Box Method
13. The Cold Air Box Method
14. The Flat or Hot Plate Method
15. The Determination of the Heat Transmission Co-
efficient under the Foregoing Methods. . . .
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17. Calibration of Thermocouples
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Lists of Figures and Tables
A list of figures and a list of tables shall be a pert of
the copy, each list appearing in the order named on a separate
sheet immediately following the "Contents". Each figure and each
table shall be listed by title as it will appear in the text. All
page' numbers shall be omitted. An example of the list of figures
and the list of tables follows.
List of Figures (Continued)
No. Page
31 Pillar Drawing in Fairmont, West Virginia, District
32 Wide Barrier Pillars and Room Stumps, Kanawha District, w#Va,
33 Plan of working of Pocahontas Coal and Coke Company
34 Single Room Method, Logan County, West Virginia
35 Big Room Method, Logan County, West Virginia
3 6 Block System of Retreating Long-wall, West Virginia
37 Proposed Plan of Wind Rock Coal Company, Tennessee
38 Panel Long-wall in Oklahoma
39 Pillar Drawing in Utah
40 Pillar Drawing in Utah
41 Pillar Drawing in Utah
42 Pillar Drawing in Utah
43 Bell Pit
44 Bord-and-Pillar
45 Stoop-and-Room
46 Old Square Work
LIST OF TABLES
No. Page
1 Dimensions of Rooms and of Room Pillars and Percentages of
Extraction
2 Principal Factors Governing Recovery of Coal in Different
Districts
)3 Dimensions of Workings and Estimated Percentages of Extractior-
in Illinois Mines
4 Values of Surface and oS" Coal Rights by Counties in Illinois
5 Districts into Which the State Has Been Divided for the Pur-
pose of Investigation.
6 Percentage of Extraction in Kanawha District, West Virginia
7 Recovery of Coal in Mines of Pocahontas Coal and Coke Company
8 Statement of Thickness and Recoveries, All Mines, United State
Coal and Coke Company, 1902 to 1916, inclusive
9 Percentage of Recovery of Live Work and Robbing
10 Percentages of Coal Losses as Estimated by the Royal Com-
mission of 1905.
w
The Text
Examine and use a sprinted bulletin as an examp'Je until
you understand the style of the publication^
Do not crowd anything to save paper. It is impossible
to make the copy too plain and room must be left for marks indi-
cating style of type.
Do not write one figure over another so as to cover it
and to produce an undertain result.
Do not copy clippings of any length. Paste, do not pin,
them on the page in their proper place.
Wiite, do not type, lower easel' if it appears in con-
nection with 1 (one). Both look the same c.o the compositor.
Write all Greek symbols, accents and umlauts.
It shall be regarded as permissible to ' abbreviate any
or all commonly abbreviated words and terms, but, in general, ab-
breviations shall be avoided for all terms not usually abbreviated
in the best engineering literature, or occuring frequently in the
text unless by their use the subject matter will be more easily
understood or parts of it will more readily catch the eye. The
term figure in the singular form shall be written Fig, and in the
plural form Figs .
It shall be regarded as permissible to express numerical
values in figures irrespective of any rule, provided an author
feels that by such means the desired results will be best accom-
plished. In general, however, all numerical values shall be ex-
pressed in figures except those requiring only one or two words,
or except when less than three numerical values are given in a
paragraph.
All numerical values forming a series shall be expressed
in figures.
All numerical adjectives shall be expressed in figures.
All percentages shall be expressed in figures.
In beginning a sentence all values otherwise expressed
in figures shall be written out,.
Letters used as Ba»symbols for quantities in equations or
in the text shall be expressed by italics.
All first paragraphs in sections or divisions of a manu-
script, as indicated in the table of contents, shall be numbered ir
series without regard to chapters or other physical grouping.
All fundamental or concluding equations shall be number en.
with an arabic figure in parentheses, placed to the right of the
equation in the right-hand type page li^e without the use of leaden

A series of similar important statements (as ir;
summary) within a numbered section shall ordinarily be numb*
each with* an araloic figure in • parentheses in an indented
Indices in tables shall be -sign"; ordinarily ussd for
footnotes rather than the superior type when superior type and
exponent may be confused. Use superior type for reference plac
in rear of publication as a bibliography..
All decimal numbers having no units shall have a cipher
placed before the decimal point,
•
Values expressed in more than four digits shall be set
off by spaces rather than by commas.
In a table which extends beyond the limits of one page
all column headings shall be repeated on each new page.
All side cuts and tables shall read from the bottom to
the top of the page and cuts shall have captions appear on the
right hand side of the page.
In equation (l) the explanation should precede the equation
as follows:
In the following equation S n and S 3mA two stresses
at right angles to each other and A ~ : •""*"' '' •--'..
is Poisson's ratio:
*Ee * S 1 - S2
Tonnage - 62 , 5 VS
1,80
in which V equals the volume in cubic feet and S_ equals the
specific gravity. Here the explanation follows the equation and
the equation need not necessarily be numbered. Do not use more
than one form of equation in the same publication.
Footnotes,
Trite each footnote in the line immediately following
the line of text which contains the reference mark with a. line
two-third? the width of the page above and below the footnote,
but do not break the text at the reference mark if it comes in the
middle of a line,,

3.
Use the following reference marks for footnotes on
page in the order they are given:
1] CD* \ ( 6 ) **
3 1
A
1 (2) + (')+
4 j
5] ! (3) + (a)**
Ufll (»)i*t\
(*)$ (10)^
Only the fiiJBt n»aric ( .*) appears on the keyboard* The others will
have to "be made "by hand. If only two footnotes appear on the first
page of the copy, use *and-f and be^in again with on the nest
page containing footnotes.
In writing footnotes, use the following forms:
Books
*P.Paglianti, "Metallurgie" , Vol, 9, p. 217, 1912.
Journals
* Journal Iron and Steel Instit, , Vol, 3 6, II, p. 222,
1889,
Bulletins
* "Magnetic and Other Properties of Electrolytic Iron
Melted in Vacuo." Univ. of 111. Eng. Exp. Sta. ,Bul. 72,
pp* .32-42, 1915.
Rep_or_^.*Rp t . British Assoc, for Advancement of Science, Vol.
2, p. 792, London 1896-97,
Appendix
_^
The appendix shall contain material not necessarily
essential to the text "but valuable as an accompanying supplement.
Such general material as explanatory notes and a historical or
mathematical treatment shall be put into an appendix which shall
occupy a position in the copy immediately following the text.
The appendix may or may not be divided. into sections*
If sections are desirable, the appendix shall be divided into
divisions which shall be numbered in sequence with those of the
text, the first division of the appendix being given the next
consecutive number tc that used for the last numbered division
in the text. If more than one appendix is printed, each shall be
numbered with a roman numeral beginning with No, I. The arrange-
ment is shown in the following example, which is the printed liSA
of appendices and their divisions appearing in the front of the
publication as a "Contents (Continued)". *
i ;
t i
{ ' )
i i
9.,
CONTENTS (Continued)
Page
APPENDIX I . THE LOCOMOTIVE 53
20. General Design. . 58
21„ The Eoiler, Firebox, and Front End 58
22. The Cylinders and the Valves 65
APPENDIX II. TEST METHODS AND CALCULATIONS 66
23. Duration of Tests 66
24. Beginning and Closing a Test . .67
25
.
Temperatures
,
Pressures , etc 67
26. Flue Gas Sampling and Analysis .67
27. Samples of Coal, Ash, and Cinders for Chemical
Analys is 68
28. Chemical Analysis of Coal, Ash, and Cinders 69
29. Samples of Coal for Mechanical Analysis. 70
3 0. Smoke Records. 70
31. Methods of Calculation 70
APPENDIX III . TABULATED DA2A AND RESULTS 72
APPENDIX IV. CYLINDER PERFORMANCE • . .
".
91
32. Medium Rate Tests . . . . 91
33
. High Rate Tests 91
34. Variations in Power 92
APPENDIX V. COMPARISON OF LONG AND SHORT TESTS 93
Bibliography
If a bibliography is to appear in the publication, it shall
be placed in the copy immediately following- the appendix.
The following form in writing a bibliography shall be
observed.
«•'-'
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Basquin, 0. H. "The Circular diagram of "tress and Its
Application to the Theory of Internal Friction/'
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Tables
Tables numbered in sequence and with titles shall be on sep-
arate sheets placed in the manuscript approximately where they are
to appear in the publication. They must not appear on a page
containing text.
Titles for tables shall be short and specific, placed at the
"bop of the table with the table number on a separate line centered
abotfe the title, as:
Table 4
List of Orifices Used
Table title shall not have end punctuation.
In tables in which the unit of measure is constant this fact
may be indicated in a line immediately following the title, as:
Table 10
;ses in S -
(pounds per square inch)l
Stresse teel Girders
jj
In tables in which the unit of measure is not constant the
different units of measure shall be referred to in the table by
rplacffing the proper unit at the top of each column.
Illustrations
.
All drawings, photographs, prints, etc., for publication
shall accompany the copy. Any specifications as to figure number,
title, reduction factor, reference to publication, etc., shall be
in pencil on the back of the sheet and in the case of tracings
in' the back of the margin space of the plate. Of these markings
/only the reduction factor, figure number, and the author's name
'or some reference to the publication, are necessary, The reduction
is to be such that cuts will be full type page in width or length
including all captions and running heads. Type page size is 4
1/3 inches by 7 inches. Side cuts shall be 7 inches long includ-
ing captions and running head and shall be 4 l/3 inches high
including captions. Cuts 4 1/3 inches type page in width, shall
have a height giving a good proportion and yet securing an
if '!
'>'!'; i
11.
effective presentation of the data. Photographs should"be
marked f
'irhtly in pencil on the hack to indicate possible trimming
to obtain
^onditionS just given, (Photographs may he attached to a sheet of
paper and any markings may he made on the paper.) Ho running
head shall
be used on half tone reproductions.
Drawings and all other forms of illustrations for the final
Printed fom shall he made in or by the Station office
or under the
direct supervision of the Assistant to the Director.
The completed drawings for the illustrations of a
bulletin or
circular will be submitted to the author for approval or
correction. He
should indicate his approval by signature and ^t^ °°£ e *T
necessary, he should indicate them clearly on. ^
e
_^
aw
^ ^
on a
memorandum attached to it. After the author h & roved or
corrected the drawings he can make no further alterations
in them
cept by authority of the Director.
In case finished drawings are furnished with ^P^^ich^OYern
they shall conform to the following prescribed standards
whicn gove.n
in the preparation of drawings made in the Station
office.
All drawings shall be black on white and Preferably
°«*ra
P£jf ^ e
cloth except when otherwise specified. *rter proS*
India ink shall b
used both with ruling and writing pen.
Drawings shall be made to reduce two two and one
-half or three
times. An example giving the essential _ elements of
a drawing or
chart for each of the reductions named IS held by the
Station °^e
^
serve as an exact copy in making all drawings, Copies
can bet urnisn
o be used in securing standards in work done _
™ts,dethe S^ion
°^e
The reduction should be determined on the basis
of
^
e/m^^^vS^
detail and the expanse of the su^ectjo^^llustrate^
f^^^^of^^^ c^Teq^ent shall be nad%wj^^^der
V,-,-- The drawing itself shall be made with lines of two ^ldths
:-----:* The outline! or principal line, shall be drawn full
to reduce
rr o 01 inch Ul other lines, or secondary lines, shall be drawn
-
'
except'wh^n necessary to'break them for dimension
figures or
: one ^/obstruction, with lines which when reduceaw, 11 be as f in,
as rossible without breaking down in Panting, Samples
of all lines
for different reductions are held in the Station
o.f ice and may be
secured for use in Station drafting done outside the
office.
In charted data drawings, a scale for coordinate
lines should be
selected to make these line, in the cut appear as
nearly"^f
+ Z vl ep-na rated bv one-fourth inch spaces or some eq.u^l division or
^nlt^le thereof SSreSore. when the coordinate lines form
squares
th
P
oldTeonef'^rth inch in size, some equal division or multij t^t ; or as close an approximation to this standard as possible
2££ the coordinate lines form rectangles the width and length of the
r^ctan-L should he determined as stated.
This standard does not apply
when uSing the logarithmic scale.
^ ) \
>/
Lines on charted curve drawings shall "be in conformity with the
following specifications:
Curved lines, that is, the graphs representing the data, are to
"be full lines of such weight as to reduce to 0.015 inch,,
Border lines are to be one-half the width of the curve line, or
0.0075 inch.
Ordinary coordinate lines are to he of the same weight as the
secondary lines specified in rule (3), i.e., 0.005 inch.
The emphasized coordinate line shall "be just enough heavier
than the ordinary coordinate line to make it out-standing in the cut,
0.0075 inch.
The area within the border lines of a charted curve drawing shall
he used exclusively for charting data.
As far as possible notes on drawings shall be minimized. These
shall be placed near the cut in tabulated form or be used in the run-
ning text.
Curves representing charted data shall be located by open circles
or, when necessary, by solid circles, the diameter of which shall be
approximately twice the width of the curve line.
All charted curves shall be named in full except where abbrevia-
tions are necessary or as specified herein for the running text under
"Copy" of "Rules". Ordinarily the name shall be arrowed out from the
curve and appear in a horizontal line well placed to give balance.
Chart captions and figures used to designate coordinate lines
shall be placed outside the border area as in Fig. 10, p. 17, Bulletin
No. 105.
All letters and figures on drawings shall be made Reinhardt style.
The general appearance, size and weight, of letters and figures shall
be the same as in Fig. 10, p. 17, Bulletin 105. Lower case letters
shall be l/l6 inch high and initial caps shall be 3/32 inch high after
reduction. Figures used in whole numbers shall be 5/64 inch high after
reduction.
Arrow heads ahall be open, narrow and of a size to reduce to 5/64
inch in length, the sides of the arrow being the same in length and
making equal angles with the dimension line.
All drawings, shall be made in third angle projection and shall ncf-
*aam& be line nor surface shaded.
Uote: The Station office will furnish prints of plates prepared to gi-fe
standards for all details in drafting work for Station publi-
cation drawings ,'^1---<u<_^i---y^_<_Jv t^^^K ~^«--^-e_-<_^>-c_^^
PROOF-READING
All publications shall be read from copy in the Station office.
'.'hen galley and page proofs have been read, they shall be submitted to'
author. The author shall not make changes from the printer's copy 8
ricr.1 -.{'- R.C
j i/ j .
s
-jrij I 7 V* b"
• o
a-
t
'"'
-J*J/ * '
>f,a
i;!• -v.,tv.*ir vX.
.,-•.* ?ii i
' ft &.;'•* V,;
nil X'fc'3 tori-
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ftf I* *
<sxcept when such changes are absolutely necessary and then thej shall
-e made on the galley proof. Therefore, the work on galley and pace
proofs shall be in the nature of supplementing proof reading cor-
rections made by the Station office. For this purpose the following
cules and marks are given:
In reading proof, mark corrections on the margin opposite the
indicated errors. Do not attempt to make a correction by writing over
uhe print or between the lines, and do not, when possible to avoid it,
draw a line from the point at which error occurs to the correction on
nargin,
In correcting proof use the following marks:
Period.
, C omma
.
— Hyphen
: Colon.
Semicolon.
\y Apostrophe
V/V Quotations.
€7 Em quad.
1 One -em dash.
m
Two- em dash,
m
<^jj Push down.
s^y Less space.
^ Close up.
/^ Insert.
^ Turn over or to proper position.
# Insert space
Q or~] Move to left or to right
f~| orLJ-Move up or move down
tr transpose
i
or stet Let it stand. Return words crossed out
&P Delete — take out.
x Broken or imperfect letter.
'-. :•:
DtOVX. \ \
.
- i
i i--
II.
<Tj paragraph.
No
°fj
Ho paragraph,
w.f. "Tons font
Eq'ijf Equalize spacing
or Caps. Capitals,
or s.c. Small capitals.
I.e. Lov/er case.
y/or/^X Superior or inferior.
or ital, Italic.
rora. Roman.
y~ / ~l Brackets.
(/) Parentheses.
Straighten line
/// Straighten margin or column,
>r "of. Bold-face.
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TYPOGRAPHI CAL ERRORS!]^ - fU JLtaJt , CO.
'
*iCyii : (it d_qeAnot appear that the. earliast printers had Jf
{ any meTTKod of correcting errorsv bef ore vthe form n //
.
v was on the press,- The learned Th-e^.osigit^d cor- hT
rectors of the first two centuries of printing were
'-
*_j-_ not proff-readers in our sense,-, they wreie rather '
C> what we should "6' erm office editors. Their labors s/.. -
a.Jt were^chiefly to see that the proof corresponded to
the copy, but that the printed page was correct in
_ _^_
its ^atinity^tha-t- -the—wor-ds-wer-e- there
,
and' ^dwv
' / ^ that the sense was "right. They cared -bntttr little <^
about orthography, bad letters^or purely printer^',1
-s / [/ls
errors, and when the text seemed to them wrong
they consulted fresh authorities or altered it on
their own responsibility. Good proofsA in the j?
- modern sense, were -impossible until professional
.readers were employecUmen who ihadj f irst a : i>
/.printer's education, and thejfi spent many years 'TIS
in the correct ibn of proof. The orthography of
English, which for the past century_has underA —
_g_one little change, was very fluctuating until after hj-. <^-
the publication of Johnson's Dictionary, and capi-
tals, which have been used with considerable reg- j
~"<t (Jl^LdO
' < ularity for the past (80 years , were previously used
/; on the
L
miss; or:, hit] plan. The approach to regular-
.it i"ty, so "far as we have^, may be attributed to the
growth of a class of professional proof readers, and
it is to them that we owe the correctness of mod-
ern printing. ^ More er/ ors have been found in the
Bible than in any other one work. For many gen-
erations it was frequently the case that Bibles
were brought out stealthily, from fear of govern- f-A£Q^
. [
mental interference. ^ They were frequently CL^*' > 60\
printed from imperfect texts, and were often modified to
meet the views of those who publised $u
[_\ them. The story is related that a certain woman
xjiem
^ in Germany, wteft-wa-e the wife of a printer, and- /.,0. ^had become disgusted with the continual assert /
tion^ 03 the superiority ;of man over woman which
she 'had heard, "hurried" into the composing room
while her husband was at supper and altered a
sentence in theHHble ,' which he was printing, so u /', "
that it readANarrA instead of^Herrv thus making \
y
the verse read "And he shall be thy fool." instead ,v^///,
of "and he shall be thy /ord," The word,,not A iS
is omitte-d by Barker, the X^nS' s printer in En-
gland in 1832, in printing the seventh commandment^ (J)
/iie was f ined^@, 000 on this account,
"~'~^-
o-> ~" is7 ' \
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